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Radar Echo Population of Air-Mass Thunderstorms and 

Nowcasting of Thunderstorm-Induced Local Heavy Rainfalls 

Part II: A Feasibility Study on Nowcasting 
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Educational Unit for Adaptation to Extreme Weather Conditions and Resilient Society, 
Center for the Promotion of Interdisciplinary Education and Research, Kyoto University 

Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan 
E-mail: ishihara.masahito.7u@kyoto-u.ac.jp 

Many air-mass thunderstorms were generated in the 
Tokyo metropolitan area on August 5, 2008, when 
a severe local rainstorm caused a flash flood in the 
center of Tokyo. Using three-dimensional radar re- 
flectivity data from the Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA), nowcasting was examined concerning the peak 
time and peak rainfall intensity of thunderstorms. 
Four qualitative forecast methods – precipitation cores 
aloft, time changes in vertically integrated liquid wa- 
ter, time changes in echo-top height, lightning activity 
– and three quantitative forecast methods using three 
parameters were adopted in eight thunderstorms re- 
lated to heavy-rainfall warnings issued by the JMA on 
August 5, 2008. While there is much worth further ex- 
amination in the method using precipitation core aloft, 
the other methods are not in the stage of operational 
use in order to forecast time and rainfall intensity at 
the rainfall peak of each thunderstorm. 

Keywords: thunderstorm, local heavy rainfall, weather 
radar, statistics, nowcasting 

1. Introduction 

Using three-dimensional radar data from the Japan Me- 
teorological Agency (JMA), Ishihara (2013) [1] made 
statistical research and presented a comprehensive un- 
derstanding of the morphology of 179 air-mass thunder- 
storms generated in and around Tokyo on August 5, 2008, 
when heavy local rainfall occurred in Zoshigaya, Tokyo. 
One third of all of these thunderstorms had a diameter of 
3.5 km or less, and the mean diameter was 5.5 km; they 
were thus small, in general. The mode (the value that ap- 
pears most often in a set of data) of their lifetime was be- 
tween 20 and 40 minutes, and 86% of all existed for less 
than 80 minutes. The elapse times from when a thunder- 
storm was recognized as a convective cell (defined later) 
using radars until rainfall on the surface peaked were 10 
to 30 minutes in almost all cases. It should be noted 
that these results were obtained from distribution of rain- 

1. This paper is translated with revision from the TENKI journal published 
by the Meteorological Society of Japan. 

drops, thus being less than those from visible observation. 
While the rainfall amount caused by each thunderstorm 
was less than 40 mm in half of the total of thunderstorms, 
one third of the total of thunderstorms brought about rain- 
fall amounts of greater than 60 mm. This fact supports 
the existence of difficulty in monitoring and forecasting 
of heavy local rainfall caused by air-mass thunderstorms 
that is called “unstable rainfall” by weather-forecasters in 
Japan [2]. 

Nowcasting of rainfall is one of the most urgent is- 
sues among the national meteorological and hydrologi- 
cal services of the world, and various nowcasting sys- 
tems have been developed and operated. Examples are 
“the precipitation nowcast” and “the short-term precipita- 
tion forecast” of the JMA [3, 4], WDSS (Warning Deci- 
sion Support System)-II of the National Weather services 
of the United States [5], TITAN (Thunderstorm Identifi- 
cation Tracking Analysis and Nowcasting) of NCAR of 
the United States [6], Nimrod (Automated precipitation 
nowcasting system utilizing rainfall radar data) [7] and 
Generating Advanced Nowcasts for Deployment in Op- 
erational Land-based Flood forecasts (GAN-DORF) [8] 
of the Met Office of the United Kingdom, CARDS 
(Canadian Radar Decision Support System) [9] of the 
Weather office of Canada, and NinJo of Deutscher Wet- 
terdienst [10]. Comparison experiments were conducted 
for some of these methods as part of a forecasting demon- 
stration by the WMO at the Sydney (2000) and Beijing 
(2008) Olympics [11, 12, 13]. Because these nowcasting 
systems basically use real-time radar data as initial val- 
ues and temporal extrapolation methods [11], they are not 
capable, however, of responding to processes such as gen- 
eration, rapid development/decline, merging, and organi- 
zation of thunderstorms. 

In order to understand the vertical evolution of thunder- 
storms by means of radar observation, three-dimensional 
rainfall distribution should be used rather than traditional 
two-dimensional radar data. The JMA radar operation 
system started to provide nationwide radar reflectivity fac- 
tor data on 1 km meshes in horizontal and vertical (here- 
after, 3-D radar data) every 10 minutes in accordance with 
an update of the system in 2005 [14]. From then, the 
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JMA has technically strengthened the system’s ability for 
monitoring and forecasting heavy rainfall using 3-D radar 
data [15]. 

In this paper, using mainly 3-D radar data the possibil- 
ity of very short-term forecasting of the time of rainfall 
peak and its intensity with a lead time (time from issu- 
ing forecast to start of heavy rainfall) of several 10 min- 
utes will be discussed targeting thunderstorms generated 
in the Tokyo metropolitan area on August 5, 2008. This 
is termed “nowcasting of rainfall” in this study. 

A convective precipitation area whose radar reflectivity 
factor (hereafter “reflectivity”) at the 2 km level (Z 2km ) 
reaches 35 dBZ or more during its lifetime with one re- 
flectivity peak is regarded as a “convective cell.” The 
JMA defines heavy rainfall as “rain that might cause a 
disaster” [16]. Warnings issued by the JMA are defined 
as “forecasts alerting to the possibility of a disaster when 
it might occur.” 

2. Data 

Radar data are first obtained on polar coordinates with 
multiple elevation-angle PPI obtained from 20 radar sites 
in Japan with a resolution of 500 m in range and 0.7 de- 
gree in azimuthal direction. Nationwide 3-D radar data 
are then produced with conversion from polar coordinate 
to Cartesian coordinates spaced at 0.50 minutes latitude 
(nearly 1 km), 0.75 minutes longitude (nearly 1 km), and 
1 km in height. Simple linear interpolation is used to 
make data in the vertical. Reflectivity data for 15 lay- 
ers and vertically integrated liquid water (hereafter “VIL”) 
data are used in this research. Rain water amount M for 
15 individual layers is calculated from reflectivity Z as 
M = 3.44´ 10 −3 Z 4/7 [17] (the unit for M is gm −3 , that  
for Z is mm 6 m −3 ), and VIL is determined by integrating 
M for 15 layers in the vertical. The unit for VIL used in 
this paper is kgm −2 . 

3. Analysis Methods 

One of the important issues in weather-forecast oper- 
ations is to provide heavy rainfall or flood warnings as- 
sociated with thunderstorms as soon as possible without 
increasing the false-alert rate [2]. The following are sub- 
jects in the nowcasting of rainfall associated with thun- 
derstorms: 

(1) Location and time of thunderstorm occurrence, 

(2) Peak time of rainfall caused by thunderstorms, 

(3) Rainfall intensity at the rainfall peak, 

(4) Moving vector of thunderstorms, 

(5) Lifetime of thunderstorms (forecast of dissipation 
time), 

(6) Total rainfall amount caused by thunderstorms, 

(7) Development due to multicellular processes, 
merging of thunderstorms and organization into 
mesoscale convective systems. 

This paper will discuss the nowcasting of rainfall asso- 
ciated with thunderstorms and the issuing of heavy rain- 
fall warnings focusing on subjects (2) and (3), above. 
A nowcasting method using GPS precipitable water [18] 
is proposed for (1). Real-time analysis of a very high- 
density surface network might be useful for (1). A method 
for (4) has already been operated in the precipitation now- 
casting of the JMA [4]. A cloud-resolving numerical 
model with real-time data assimilation of various obser- 
vation data would be one of the final solutions for (5)-(7). 
Subjects (1) and (5)-(7) remain as issues to be discussed 
in the future. 

4. Nowcasting of Rainfall Peak 

4.1. Selection of Convective Cells 

The targets of this study are eight convective cells gen- 
erated in areas C to F in Fig. 1: C1, C3, D1, D2, D3, E1, 
E2, F1. They had one-hour rainfall amounts of 47 mm 
or larger except for D3, and heavy rainfall warnings were 
issued by the JMA in these areas on August, 2008. These 
convective cells are here termed “heavy rainfall convec- 
tive cells.” Two convective cells with a rainfall amount 
of less than 50 mm per hour – S1 and S2 – are chosen as 
comparison cases and termed “nonheavy rainfall convec- 
tive cells.” 

In order to know the status of these 10 convective 
cells in the group of 179 convective cells generated in 
the Tokyo metropolitan area on August 5, 2008 (Ishi- 
hara 2013), cumulative frequency distribution concern- 
ing the maximum area and lifetime of individual con- 
vective cells is shown in Fig. 2. Seven heavy rainfall 
convective cells excluding F1 had a larger area than the 
2 nonheavy rainfall convective cells (S1, S2) (Fig. 2a), 
and were relatively large convective cells with a cumula- 
tive frequency of area of greater than 80% in the group 
of 179 convective cells. Lifetimes of all convective cells 
range from 60 to 160 minutes, and there is no systematic 
difference between heavy and nonheavy rainfall convec- 
tive cells (Fig. 2b). 

Figure 3 shows time changes in the echo distribution 
of convective cells C1 to E2 every 20 minutes, and Fig. 4 
indicates their schematic diagrams. C1 was generated in 
the southern part of Central Tokyo at 1120 Japan Stan- 
dard Time (JST) and grew to a larger convective cell 
by 1200 JST, merging with C2 generated north of C1. 
C1 caused local heavy rainfall around 1200 JST when it 
reached Zoshigaya, Tokyo. C3 was generated close to C1 
at 1150 JST. C1 and C3 seemed to be formed together 
as a multicell convection system. D1 was generated in the 
northern part of Kawasaki city at 1120 JST. D2 was gener- 
ated only 4 km apart from D1 at 1300 JST, when D1 was 
at the decaying stage in its evolution. D3 was also gen- 
erated nearby D2 at 1410 JST. D1, D2, and D3 seemed 
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Fig. 1. Ten convective cells studied for rainfall peak nowcasting shown on a map for cumulative analytical 
rainfall amounts for the 9 hours from 0900 to 1800 JST on August 5, 2008. “Total rainfall amount” is an 
integrated value of the highest rainfall intensity value within each convective cell each 10 minutes, multi- 
plied by 1/6 during generation to dissipation of convective cells. “One-hour rainfall amount” is the total 
rainfall amount divided by the lifetime (hour) of each convective cell. “Maximum area” is the maximum 
area of reflectivity at the 2 km level from generation to dissipation of each convective cell. 

Fig. 2. Status of 10 convective cells in cumulative frequency 
distributions of area (a) and of lifetime (b) in the group of 
179 convective cells. 

to be forming a multicell convection system in all. E1 
and E2 were separately generated in the eastern part of 
Yokohama city and then merged into a larger convective 
cell. F1 was solely generated in the southern part of South 
Tama, Tokyo and Sagamihara city, Kanagawa. S1 and 
S2 in Fig. 1 are convective cells separately generated and 
maintained for longer and shorter periods, respectively. 

Figure 4 shows times of the generation and 
dissipation of convective cells and issue times of 
JMA heavy-rainfall/flooding advisories (A) and heavy- 
rainfall/flooding warnings (W). Advisories were issued 
before the occurrence of the 8 heavy-rainfall convective 
cells. Warnings were, however, issued after the genera- 
tion or dissipation of convective cells, and no warnings 
were issued before rainfall peaks in any case. 

4.2. Forecasting Methods 

The local maximum point of reflectivity on the 3-D 
coordinate grids inside a convective cell is defined as a 
“core.” Heights of cores change with time. A time-height 
cross-section is made from vertical reflectivity profiles 
passing through each core. Rainfall intensity estimated 
from reflectivity at the 1 km level using empirical Z-R 
relational expression Z = 200R 1.6 (units for Z and R are 
mm 6 m −3 and mmh −1 , respectively) [19, 20] is defined as 
rainfall intensity near the surface. The reason for using 
reflectivity-induced rainfall intensity values here, which 
are not calibrated by rain gauges, is to maintain consis- 
tency with VIL values that are also calculated from re- 
flectivity values. 

Forecasting of the appearance of rainfall peaks near the 
surface in each convective cell (hereafter “rainfall peak”) 
is attempted using the following 7 methods: 

(1) Formation of the core aloft and descent toward the 
surface (hereafter “core aloft”), 

(2) Time change in maximum values of VIL in convec- 
tive cells (abbreviated as VIL), 

(3) Time change in echo-top height using the reflectivity 
of 10 dBZ as the threshold, 
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Fig. 3. Time changes in radar echoes of 10 convective cells every 20 minutes. Contours are reflectivity of 10, 
35, 45, 55 dBZ at the 2 km level. Areas greater than 35 dBZ are shown in gray, greater than 45 dBZ in dark 
gray, and greater than 55 dBZ in black. The circle at 1120 JST shows the location of Zoshigaya, Tokyo. 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams of evolution of 10 convective cells. “A” indicates the time at which heavy rainfall 
and flooding advisories were issued by the JMA, “W” that of heavy rainfall and flooding warnings. Triangles 
show occurrence times of rainfall peaks, and figures next to arrows are integrated rainfall amounts estimated 
from radar data at the heaviest rainfall points of individual convective cells. 
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(4) Lightning activity; cloud-to-ground lightning dis- 
charge (abbreviated as G) and lightning inside and 
within a 2-km region from convective cells (abbrevi- 
ated as C), detected by the lightning detection system 
of JMA “LIDEN” [21] are examined. As shown in 
Fig. 6 of Takahashi (1984) [22], when snow crystals 
and graupel particles produced inside thunderstorms 
collide with each other in a layer colder (warmer) 
than −10 ◦ , they are charged positively and nega- 
tively (negatively and positively), respectively. They 
separate upward and downward due to differences 
in falling speed and the presence of updrafts, and 
then lightning occurs to cancel the resulting potential 
electricity difference. Graupel particles are produced 
only within strong updrafts, which may cause heavy 
rainfall on the surface. Taking these into account, 
lightning activity is considered as a forecasting fac- 
tor in the initiation of heavy rainfall. LIDEN detects 
G using long electric waves and C using ultra-short 
electric waves. The 0 ◦ level was 4.9 km and that of 
−10 ◦ was 7.0 km according to upper-air sounding 
at Tateno (Tsukuba city) at 0900 JST on August 5, 
2008. 

(5) Three methods for quantitatively forecasting rainfall 
intensity at a rainfall peak 

a. Continuation forecast; no change in rainfall in- 
tensity values until 10 minutes later is assumed. 
The JMA operated “precipitation nowcasting” and 
“short-term precipitation forecasting” based on 
this method, including some modulation of pre- 
cipitation due to orography effects. 

b. Extrapolation forecast; linear extrapolation is 
made using the change rate for the latest 10 min- 
utes of rainfall intensity. 

c. RadVil forecast; forecasting of rainfall inten- 
sity values is made using the rainfall forecasting 
model “RadVil” constructed by Boudevillain et al. 
(2006) [23]. The time change in VIL is the dif- 
ference between the generated rain water amount 
in clouds and the vertical flux of rain water at 
the bottom of clouds (rainfall intensity). RadVil 
assumes that the generation rate of rain water in 
clouds and the vertical flux do not change during 
forecast time (10 minutes), and rainfall intensity 
10 minutes later is forecasted from values of VIL 
and rainfall intensity. (See the appendix for further 
information.) The RadVil method differs from the 
methods a and b, because it apparently considers 
generation of rain water in clouds. In methods b 
and c, forecast values were obtained from 10 min- 
utes after the start of observation of convective 
cells. 

4.3. Nowcasting of Rainfall Peak 

a. Convective cell C1 

Figure 5 shows a time-height cross-section for convec- 
tive cell C1. Time changes in rainfall intensity at the 1 km 
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Fig. 5. Time-height cross-section of reflectivity (dBZ) pass- 
ing through the precipitation core in convective cell C1 (bot- 
tom), rainfall intensity at the 1 km level (bar graph), ver- 
tically integrated liquid water (VIL, solid line), continua- 
tion forecast for rainfall intensity 10 minutes before each 
instance (broken line), extrapolation forecast (dotted line), 
and RadVil forecast by Boudevillain et al. (2006) [23] (thin 
solid line). A vertical line in the cross-section shows the gen- 
eration time of peaks of rainfall on the surface. C shows in- 
tracloud lightning and G cloud-to-ground lightning detected 
by JMA LIDEN. 

level, VIL, and 3 forecast values of rainfall intensity are 
also shown. The cross-section indicates the period from 
when radar echoes of the reflectivity of 10 dBZ appeared 
until they could not be identified as convective cells any 
more. 

As described in Section 4.1, C1 was generated in the 
southern part of Central Tokyo at 1100 JST, slowly moved 
to the north and rapidly developed after merging with 
smaller convective cell C2 at 1150 JST. Rainfall peaked at 
1200 JST (rainfall intensity of 187 mm/h), around which 
heavy local rainfall occurred at Zoshigaya [24, 25, 26]. 
At this time, a flash flood occurred at a sewer construc- 
tion site located in the northwestern part of C1, caus- 
ing an incident in which 5 workers were swept away and 
killed [27]. One reason why C1 caused particularly heavy 
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Table 1. Summary for nowcasting rainfall peaks of 10 convective cells using 4 qualitative forecasting methods and 3 quantitative 
forecasting methods. “n/a” indicates “not effective” or “not generated.” 1) and 2) refer to two rainfall peaks in a convective cell. 

rainfall is considered to be the merging with C2. 
A core of 49 dBZ appeared at the 2 km level at 

1110 JST in Fig. 5, changed its reflectivity to 42 dBZ at 
the 3 km level at 1120 JST, 49 dBZ at the 3 km level at 
1130 JST, and finally reached the 5 km level with reflec- 
tivity of 58 dBZ at 1140 JST. The core turned to descend- 
ing after 1140 JST and reached the 1 km level at 1200 JST, 
when surface rainfall peaked. The descending speed of 
the core aloft between 1140 and 1200 JST was 3.3 ms −1 . 
If weather forecasters had paid attention to the behavior 
of this core, it could have been able to forecast the begin- 
ning of heavy rainfall 20 minutes before the rainfall peak. 
We hereafter define a “rainfall peak” at which rainfall in- 
tensity increased about 40 mm/h during 20 minutes and 
decreased after that. 

VIL varied with almost the same phase as the time- 
change of rainfall intensity during the whole period, but it 
increased rapidly from 12 to 22 kgm −2 during the 10 min- 
utes from 1130 to 1140 JST before the rainfall peak. The 
rapid increase of VIL seemed to correspond to the cre- 
ation of the core aloft and also to the advent of the rainfall 
peak. 

Echo-top height (contours of 10 dBZ in Fig. 5) was  
nearly constant at 10 km from 1120 to 1140 JST and in- 

creased to 13 km at 1150 JST, indicating the rapid vertical 
development of convection at that time. C and G lightning 
was detected from 10 minutes before the rainfall peak and 
hinted at the occurrence of the rainfall peak. 

Quantitative forecasting of rainfall intensity is dis- 
cussed here. Note that, for example, the forecast values 
at 1200 JST in Fig. 5 were obtained at 1150 JST. Rainfall 
intensity values forecasted by the three methods showed 
a rapid increase in rainfall intensity until the rainfall peak 
at 1200 JST. They were, however, smaller than the actual 
value (the value determined by radar observation). After 
the rainfall peak, extrapolation values and RadVil values 
showed unrealistically large values. In other words, these 
methods are not available after the rainfall peak. Although 
RadVil had been expected to show better forecasting ef- 
fect than continuation and extrapolation methods as sug- 
gested by Boudevillain et al. (2006) [23], there were no 
differences among them in forecast accuracy. 

b. Other convective cells 

Figures 6 to 14 show the status for 9 convective cells 
other than C1. A brief overview is given here, and analy- 
sis results for each convective cell are summarized in Ta- 
ble 1. 
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell C3. 
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell D1. 

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell D2. 

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell D3. 
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell E1. 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell E2. 

Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell F1. 

In the case of C3 (Fig. 6), a rainfall peak occurred only 
10 minutes after separation from C1. The effect of the 
nowcasting rainfall peak could not be seen in the fore- 
casting methods based on radar observation (core aloft, 
VIL, echo-top height). Regarding lightning, C occurred 
from 10 minutes before the rainfall peak. Calculations for 
extrapolation and RadVil forecasts could not be started 
before the rainfall peak. 

D1 (Fig. 7) had two rainfall peaks. Ten minutes be- 
fore the first rainfall peak, a core of 51 dBZ appeared at 
the 2 km level and VIL showed a tendency to increase. 
The second rainfall peak appeared at the same time as 
when a core was detected at the 5 km level. The echo- 
top height increased rapidly 20 to 30 minutes before the 
second peak. C lightning was observed at 30 minutes be- 
fore the first rainfall peak, but C and G were not detected 
until the second rainfall peak. Continuation and RadVil 
forecasts showed a false peak 10 minutes before the ac- 
tual rainfall peak. 

A core aloft greater than 50 dBZ had existed in D2 
(Fig. 8) at the 2-5 km level from 50 minutes before the 
appearance of a rainfall peak. A VIL peak also appeared 
30 minutes before the rainfall peak. C and G lightning 
were observed from 20 minutes before the rainfall peak. 
Values of the three quantitative forecasts were valid until 
10 minutes before the rainfall peak, but underestimated 
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell S1. 

the rainfall peak. 
The horizontal scale of D3 was the smallest of the 

8 heavy rainfall cells, and caused only the total rainfall 
amount of 29 mm during one hour. A core of 54 dBZ ap- 
peared in D3 (Fig. 9) at the 3 km level 10 minutes before 
the rainfall peak. The echo-top height increased rapidly 
10-20 minutes before the rainfall peak. RadVil forecasts 
gave good rainfall peak values, but immediately after the 
peak, overestimated the rainfall intensity the same as in 
the other cases. 

E1 and E2 (Figs. 10 and 11) were generated separately 
and merged into a larger convective cell at 1440 JST. A 
core of 54 dBZ appeared 10 minutes before the rainfall 
peak of E1 at the 2 km level (Fig. 10). VIL was increas- 
ing 20 minutes before the rainfall peak and there was also 
a VIL peak at the time of merging with E2. The three 
forecast values underestimated the values of the rainfall 
peak in E1. E2 had a peak at 1350 JST with a rainfall 
intensity of less than that of criteria (Fig. 11). No fore- 
cast method was effective in E2. On the other hand, E2 
showed a prominent increase in VIL before merging with 
E1 as well as in the case of E1, and such a tendency should 
be examined as a precursor of cell merging. 

F1 had two rainfall peaks (Fig. 12). No method fore- 
casted the first peak except for the rapid increase in echo- 
top height. C and G lightning occurred 30 minutes be- 
fore the second rainfall peak. The three forecast methods 
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 5 for convective cell S2. 

showed relatively good values before the second peak. 
S1 was generated and disappeared alone with a long 

lifetime of 160 minutes. S2 was the smallest in horizontal 
size and the shortest in lifetime among the 10 convective 
cells. One of the differences from the 8 heavy rainfall 
convective cells was that S1 and S2 were relatively shal- 
low except for three echo-top peaks of E1 (Figs. 13 and 
14). Echo-top height showed a rapidly increase before the 
first peak of S1. A core of 46 dBZ appeared at a height of 
3 km 10 minutes before the rainfall peak of S2. 

5. Discussion 

The effectiveness of 4 qualitative forecasting methods 
and 3 quantitative methods were examined in 8 heavy 
rainfall convective cells. They involved a total of 10 rain- 
fall peaks. Results are summarized as follows: 

· Core aloft: Radar observations, e.g., Chisholm and 
Renick (1972) [28] or Fig. 2.1 of Burgess and Lemon 
(1990) [29] and numerical models, e.g., Fig. 10 of 
Ferrier and House (1989) [30], show a scenario in 
which a precipitation core is formed in the middle- 
lower troposphere in thunderstorms and caused rain- 
fall after a descent toward the surface. Cores greater 
than 50 dBZ appeared before 6 out of 10 rainfall 
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peaks. This situation was prominent in C1. Four 
cores in these, however, appeared only 10 minutes 
before rainfall peaks. Also, in three cases, the initia- 
tion height of cores was only 2 km. Further evalua- 
tion will be required for the cores aloft method as a 
precursor of forecasting rainfall peaks. 

· VIL: VIL showed a rapid increase before 4 of 
10 rainfall peaks. VIL peaks, however, appeared 
at the same time as the rainfall peaks in 5 cases. 
This result corresponds to the results of Sato et al. 
(2009) [15]; they examined the total of 750 thun- 
derstorms generated in various places in Japan and 
found that the cross-correlation coefficient between 
time-series of rainfall intensity near the surface and 
that of VIL showed a maximum in cases in which 
lag time was zero. VIL is an effective parameter in 
tracking convective cells because it contains rainfall 
information in the vertical direction, but more valida- 
tion will be required before using it as a forecasting 
parameter of rainfall peak. 

· Echo-top height: There was a trend in rapidly in- 
creased echo-top height 10 to 20 minutes before 4 
rainfall peaks of 10. Since the 1980s, the JMA 
has used echo-top height data as one of the parame- 
ters for monitoring deep convective clouds that may 
cause heavy rainfall. The result of this study par- 
tially support the validity of the empirical method to 
monitor heavy rainfall. 

· Lightning activity: C or G or both types of lightning 
were detected 10-30 minutes before 5 rainfall peaks 
of 10. Fig. 4 of Williams et al. (1989) [31] showed 
that intracloud lightning (C in this paper) occurred 
from 4 minutes before a rainfall peak in a single- 
cell thunderstorm generated in Florida, U.S. Little 
research has been made in Japan on rainfall nowcast- 
ing methods using lightning discharge. In the present 
research, some cases were effective and other cases 
were not in nowcasting. Since the presence or ab- 
sence of lightning discharge depends on atmospheric 
stratification and convection activity, there are cases 
of heavy rainfall without lightning activity. Light- 
ning discharge was not detected, for instance, be- 
fore and after heavy rainfall in the case of thunder- 
storms that caused local heavy rainfall of 107 mm/h 
in Itabashi, Tokyo, on July 5, 2010 [32]. In Yamada’s 
case, the height of thunderstorms was about 10 km, 
which does not meet the condition for lightning gen- 
eration discussed thus far, e.g.,−20 ◦ in a region with 
a reflectivity of 30 dBZ [33] or−10 ◦ in a region with 
a reflectivity of 40 dBZ [34]. 

· Three quantitative forecast methods: One or two of 
the three quantitative forecasting methods were ef- 
fective in 4 of 10 rainfall peaks. Only three cases, 
however, satisfied adequate accuracy, which suggests 
the difficulty in quantitative nowcasting of rain in- 
tensity using existing observation data. The larger 

the rainfall intensity thunderstorms brought about, 
the more error occurred in quantitative forecasting. 
RadVil and extrapolation methods often indicated 
false peaks at 10 minutes after actual rainfall peaks 
as a result of their inherent feature, and that also 
makes it difficult to designate peak time of rainfall 
appropriately. 

6. Conclusions 

Heavy local rainfall occurred due to thunderstorms 
generated over Zoshigaya, Tokyo, on August 5, 2008. A 
feasibility study of very short-term forecasts (nowcast) of 
rainfall was made targeting air-mass thunderstorms gen- 
erated in areas for which heavy rainfall warnings were 
issued by the JMA on this day. Three-dimensional data 
obtained from JMA radar operation and data from the 
JMA lightning detection system LIDEN were used. Four 
qualitative forecast methods – cores aloft, VIL, echo-top 
height, and lightning activity – and three quantitative fore- 
casting methods – continuation, extrapolation and RadVil 
– were examined to forecast time and rainfall intensity at 
rainfall peaks. 

The most effective of the 4 qualitative methods is 
thought to be core aloft, and should be surveyed using 
much more samples of thunderstorms. The other 3 qual- 
itative methods are not in a stage of operational use. The 
three quantitative forecast methods have low ability to 
identify rainfall peaks from thunderstorms. Although the 
RadVil method explicitly contains a process of formation 
of rain water in thunderstorms, it had no advantage over 
the continuation method or the extrapolation method. 

Causes that make nowcasting of heavy rainfall difficult 
in this study and issues in the future are summarized as 
follows: 

· The time resolution of data used in this study – 
10 minutes – was insufficient to track time change in 
feature of thunderstorms. In some convective cells, 
a core was seen to suddenly appear aloft and then 
disappear without reaching the surface. Higher time- 
resolution data are also required in VIL and RadVil 
analyses. The effects of the forecast methods dis- 
cussed in this study should be evaluated once again 
using three-dimensional radar data with shorter – 
hopefully 1-2 minute – time intervals in accordance 
with rapid changes in the internal structure of thun- 
derstorms. 

· The method of Stalker and Knupp (2002) [35], which 
calculates vertical flow inside thunderstorms using 
the Doppler velocity of multiple radars, is worthy of 
discussion because it gives us information on cloud 
dynamics inside thunderstorms. 

· More understanding of processes of multi-cell pro- 
cess and merging of convective cells is required. As 
seen for convective cell C1, the merging of con- 
vective cells induces a high possibility of causing 
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heavy rainfall. New convective cells were occasion- 
ally generated nearby an existing convective cell and 
caused heavy rainfall soon after merging with the old 
cell. 

· Development of automatic three-dimensional core 
tracking technique such as Fukamachi et al. 
(2008) [36] are greatly required for extending re- 
search on the evolution of thunderstorm more effi- 
ciently and more practically. 

· High time-resolution satellite observation as 1- 
2 minute interval, as shown in the MTSAT trial op- 
eration from 2010 [37], is expected to be an effec- 
tive tool for monitoring initial and growing stages of 
thunderstorms in which cloud droplets and ice crys- 
tals, rather than rain droplets, are dominant. 

· Comprehensive understanding of thunderstorms will 
be given by new observation technology such as 
high-speed scanning radars [38], dual polarization 
radars, high-density surface and GPS observation 
networks, as well as cloud-resolving numerical mod- 
els with 4-dimensional data assimilation [39]. The 
research project “Tokyo Metropolitan Area Con- 
vection Study for Extreme Weather Resilient Cities 
2000-2004” [40, 41] will give us a chance to improve 
understanding concerning thunderstorms and relat- 
ing local heavy rainfall. 
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Appendix A. Rainfall Forecasting Model 

RadVil Formulated by Boudevil- 
lain et al. (2006) [23] 

RadVil is a rainfall forecasting model that considers 
the balance of rain water in convection. Both rainfall 
intensity at the surface and VIL, which is rain water in- 
tegrated in an air column, are quantities obtained from 
three-dimensional radar data. Time change in VIL is ex- 
pressed as follows: 

d(VIL) 

dt 
= S(t)−P(t) . . . . . . . . . . (1)  

S indicates the rate of rain water generation in an air 
column, consisting of vapor condensation, conversion 
from cloud water to rain water, and melting. P is rain- 
fall intensity (kgm −2 s −1 ) at the surface, the output rate of 
rain water from an air column. 

P(t) =  
VIL(t) 

τ(t) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)  

τ(t) is termed reaction time. This parameter has a time 
scale indicating the conversion efficiency of rain water in 
an air column (VIL) to rainfall on the surface. Each hori- 
zontal radar grid is defined as an air column. 

RadVil calculates rainfall intensity and VIL from three- 
dimensional radar data at each time step. An advection 

vector is obtained using cross-correlation methods from 
rainfall distribution in successive time steps. In our study, 
the movement of each convective cell was tracked subjec- 
tively. S is determined using Eq. (1) as follows: 

S(t) =  
VIL(t)−VIL  ∗ (t−△ t) 

△ t 
+P(t) . . . (3)  

An asterisk ( ∗ ) indicates the advection of the field of 
VIL(t−△ t) within time △ t. τ(t) is obtained using Eq. (2). 

Convective systems are supposed to be in a steady state 
in forecasting time (10 minutes in this paper) with fixing 
advection speed, S and t in this period. The following is 
obtained when Eq. (2) is substituted in Eq. (1): 

d(VIL) 

dt 
+ 

VIL(t) 

τ(t) 
= S(t) . . . . . . . . . (4)  

This first-order nonhomogeneous ordinary differential 
equation is solved analytically using the method of vari- 
ation of constants. A forecasting equation for VIL is ob- 
tained as follows: 

VIL(t + dt) = VIL  ∗ (t)e − dt 
+ Sτ(t)(1− e − dt 

) . (5)  

Forecast values of P are determined using Eq. (2) from 
VIL obtained by Eq. (5). Eq. (5) corresponds to Eq. (8) 
in the paper of Boudevillain et al. (2006) as shown below, 
but their expression of Eq. (8) is thought to be a misprint. 

VIL(t + dt) = VIL  ∗ (t)e 
dt 
τ − Sτ(t)(1− e 

dt 
) . . (6)  τ 

τ τ 
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